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Our commitment
The YMCA brand is the first thing that comes to mind when someone
hears the name “YMCA”, whether they realize it or not. This is why it’s
important that our brand reflects our mission.
A successful brand helps us achieve our goals as a charity by ensuring our
mission is understood and embraced by our stakeholders. Our brand must
reflect what we stand for, and the big idea we are reaching towards.
We know that our brand is more than a logo, a set of graphics or fonts. Our
brand represents the trust we have built and it speaks to the history of our
organization, and the communities we serve.

Why guidelines are important
Our goal is to communicate the YMCA brand in a way that’s human,
approachable, and conversational. The YMCA is about building healthy,
safe, and vibrant communities where everyone can belong.
Following the instructions and guidelines in this manual ensures a
consistent and convenient way to build our brand. Together we can
strengthen the image of YMCAs across Canada by avoiding inconsistencies
that can have a negative effect on how people perceive us.
Please note that these guidelines will evolve over time.

These guidelines will help us bring YMCA Member Associations together
to provide consistency and a unified message.
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Why the YMCA matters
As a charity, the YMCA provides vital community services that have a positive impact on
some of Canada’s most pressing social issues—from chronic disease, to social isolation,
to poverty and inequality—while promoting the health and development of Canadians.
Central to our success are:
•	The people who unite behind our mission and bring their time, talent
and treasure to our work—our committed employees, volunteers,
and donors;
•	The safe and welcoming places we provide—from Health, Fitness and
Aquatics facilities, to classrooms, to newcomer centres—that foster a
sense of community;
•	The comprehensive community-based programs that provide
the skills, opportunities, and confidence that many individuals and
families need to achieve their full potential;
•	Our advocacy for health promoting public policy that fosters a sense
of belonging; and
•	The philosophy that guides our actions, a holistic approach premised
on the building blocks of the social determinants of health, harm
reduction, the stages of change, and developmental-appropriateness.
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Our mission
The YMCA in Canada is dedicated to the growth of all persons in spirit,
mind and body, and to their sense of responsibility to each other and to
the global community.

Our values
Our values are central to our mission, guiding our behaviours, attitudes,
and actions. They are a set of beliefs and ideals that we share at the
YMCA and we hope to instill in others.
Caring, Honesty, Respect, Responsibility, Inclusiveness

January 2018

Our brand positioning
Our brand embodies the promise we make to our stakeholders and that everyone
within our organization strives to keep every day.
Our brand positioning speaks equally to all YMCAs across the country with inspiration,
clarity, and determination. It promotes our shared view and values, and inspires our
core beliefs and actions. It serves as a foundation for our communication.
Brand idea

Building healthy communities
through the power of belonging.

A brand idea expresses our compelling value
proposition. It gives focus and direction to all brand
activities, communications, and touch points.

Brand positioning statement
For those who believe that a successful community must be an inclusive community, the
YMCA is a powerful association of people joined together by a shared passion to foster a
sense of belonging for all. The YMCA ensures that each individual has access to the essentials
needed to learn, grow, and thrive.

Our positioning statement describes our
benefits in a way that is competitive, relevant, and
differentiating in our market. It gives clarity and
focus to who we are and how we are different.

Though the world may be unpredictable, the YMCA remains a constant: dedicated to
building healthy, strong, and connected communities where everyone belongs.
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Our brand personality
Our brand attributes are human characteristics informed by our values that describe our brand personality.
Our brand personality informs our tone and manner, and guides our interactions and communications with
all audiences, both external and internal.
Our brand attributes:

Welcoming

Caring

Welcoming

We create positive, inclusive
environments through our
actions, words and physical
spaces, where everyone is treated
with dignity and respect. We
invite, embrace, and encourage
everyone to be themselves.

Our actions are consistently
considerate, supportive and safe,
as we further individual, family,
and community goals to grow.

Being welcoming means we…

Being caring means we…

•	Use affirming and inclusive language

•	Focus on building relationships
and a sense of belonging

Caring
Resourceful
Open
Fun

•	Create accessible spaces
•	Remove or reduce barriers to participation
•	Greet people and make ourselves available
to help in whatever way we can
•	Engage in two-way dialogue
•	Personalize our communications
whenever possible
•	Ask for stakeholder input
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•	Offer encouragement and support
on an ongoing basis
•	Work to understand each person’s needs,
goals, and challenges
•	Focus on solutions and not just the problem
•	Show our interest by asking focused
questions and providing confident answers
supported by facts
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Our brand personality (continued)
Resourceful

Open

Fun

We will do what it takes to find
solutions and tackle challenges,
and we will look beyond
ourselves when necessary to find
the best solutions for all of our
stakeholders.

We strive to be proactive,
sincere, and forthright in
all our relationships.

We earn the trust of our
members by creating
safe conditions for active,
engaging fun.

Being resourceful means we…

Being open means we…

Being fun means we…

•	Use our knowledge, skills, and expertise
to deliver exceptional experiences that
help people reach their goals

•	Communicate important, relevant
information early and often

•	Celebrate the fun in everyday,
ordinary things

•	Share what we can when we can
(recognizing there will be times
when we cannot share everything)

•	Communicate optimism

•	Explain options and choices if available
•	Find solutions by looking within our
organization and, when necessary,
outside ourselves

•	Tell stories that demonstrate
fun for all ages

•	Show that we think ahead and plan by
focusing on the issues that will affect
our communities now and in the future
•	Partner with like-minded and like-hearted
organizations to tackle larger social issues
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Our brand experience
By fulfilling our brand promise, our stakeholders experience these life-changing benefits:

How they feel

Welcomed, encouraged,
connected, and safe
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What they become
Accomplished, resilient,
healthy, and hopeful

Who they are

Respected, confident,
engaged, and empowered
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Our brand architecture
Brand architecture is an important component in
ensuring a strong and durable brand. The YMCA’s brand
architecture organizes our offerings in a way that is clear
and familiar for both internal and external audiences.
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Using common names for our programs and services across the
Federation strengthens the YMCA brand, increases the impact
of our messaging, and demonstrates a united commitment to
our members and participants when it comes to the delivery
of our programs and services.

YMCA
Child Care

YMCA
Youth
Engagement

YMCA
Camps

YMCA
Health, Fitness
& Aquatics

YMCA
Education &
Training

YMCA
Employment
Services

YMCA
Community
Initiatives

YMCA
Global
Initiatives

YMCA
Opportunities
to Give

Early Learning
& Care

Youth
Activities

Overnight
Camps

Health
Management

Academic
Supports

Immigrant
Services

Global Partners

Individual
Giving

Home Child
Care

Youth
Governance

Day Camps

Food &
Nutrition

Literacy
Supports

Before and
After School
Care
• Licensed School
Age Child Care
(SACC)
• Enrichment
Programs

Youth Travel
& Cultural
Exchanges

Fitness
• Group Fitness
• Fitness Centre
• Fitness
Certifications

Language
Training

Employee
Supports
• Job Search
• Employability
Skills
• Placement
Programs

Youth Services

Global
Experiences

Entrepreneurship

Social Activities

Global Ventures

Housing
Services

Sports &
Recreation

YMCA Schools

Employer
Supports

Global
Opportunities
to Give

Youth
Leadership
Program
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Outdoor
Education
• School Groups
• L eadership &
Teambuilding
• Environmental
Education
• Specialty
• E vents &
Rentals

Aquatics
• Swim Times
• Swim Lessons
• Aquatic
Speciality
Programs
• Rentals
• Aquatic
Certifications

Credits &
Certifications

Child & Family
Development

Global
Education

Volunteer
Development
Corporate
Giving

Events &
Rentals

Using our core offering names
Names should be used as they appear in this chart. For more information on
visualizing names, see page 33: Using names and descriptors. Exceptions can
be made for website architecture, see page 65 for more information.
Legacy names such as Health and Wellness, Health, Fitness and Recreation,
Residential Camps, etc. should be retired from use.
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YMCA Brand Camp
Visit us at intranet.ymca.ca.
YMCA Brand Camp is our online brand management system
which offers a variety of assets that can help Member
Associations bring the YMCA brand to life.
If you require access to YMCA Brand Camp, check with your
Brand Lead for your Association’s policy on who can register
for an account.
Member Associations can also grant approval for access to
the system to vendors, partners, and suppliers.
Registered users can access YMCA Brand Camp at any time
to download assets and elements needed to create branded
materials, such as approved artwork, photos, and templates.
Examples of assets you will find include stationery,
certificates, campaign materials, print collateral templates
(posters, brochures, etc.) and much more.
YMCA BRAND CAMP TIP

Items listed in these Brand Guidelines that
are available on YMCA Brand Camp will be
referenced with details on where to find them.
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Our Verbal Identity Guidelines
Our verbal expression guidelines are directed at six broad audiences. Please note that these
guidelines are intended to be high level and directional only. Guidelines for each audience
are not necessarily appropriate or relevant for all sub-segments of this audience. Your
communications must consider the needs and language that are appropriate to address the
specific audience segment to whom it is directed.

How Verbal Expression Works
What we say and how we say it are
important elements to consider when
it comes to conveying the YMCA
position. How we express ourselves
verbally is just as essential to the
YMCA brand as visual elements like
our logo and tagline.
The YMCA verbal expression should
always aim to communicate a real
experience that is supported by
stories and tangible evidence.
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Tone of Voice is how we say what we say.
Messaging is what we say to each of our audiences.
Tone of Voice provides the style.
Messaging provides the content.
Together they express what we stand for and create
an emotional connection with our key audiences.

January 2018

Our tone of voice
Our tone of voice helps us make a connection with our audience in an engaging, informative, and inspiring
manner. Essentially, it guides how we sound when we communicate in both written and verbal formats.

Our tone of voice is casual, respectful, and enthusiastic.
You may need to vary your tone to fit the situation, the user’s emotional state,
or the topic. For example, during a serious incident, a more formal, serious tone
may be required. Always keep our brand personality consistent.

When communicating with your audience, you should:
•	Use first person (we, our, us) and second person (you, your) when appropriate
to maintain a conversational feel
•	Speak with enthusiasm about what we do, why we do it, and who we do it for
•	Use vibrant, positive, upbeat language
•	Use relevant and inspiring stories about our members, donors, staff, and
volunteers to bring messages to life
•	Use short, clear sentences

Examples
The YMCA is a community of caring neighbours, friends
and family, supporting you on your journey to better
health. Every day at the Y, we witness people learning
new skills, making new friends, getting healthier,
finding support, feeling safe, and giving back to our
community. It is an incredibly powerful sight.

No job’s more important than being a parent. But when
it’s not your only job, YMCA Child Care is here to help
you and your family thrive.

At the YMCA, we provide values in action. We deliver
sustainable, safe programs that positively transform lives
and communities through the power of belonging. Our
thousands of staff and volunteers personify our values,
embody the diversity and richness of Canada, and
engage with our stakeholders with care and intention.
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Our six audiences
Our key messages are directed at six critical high level audiences.
Each of these audiences may have sub-segments that need specific messaging.

External audiences

Internal audiences

Members &
Participants

Donors

Partners &
Government

Existing and
prospective

Existing and
prospective

Corporate
Government
Other Not-for-Profits
Community leaders
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Media

Staff

Volunteers
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Our verbal expression process
Distinctive YMCA verbal expression should guide all written and spoken internal and
external communication.
How does the process work?
1. Identify stakeholder audience
2. Consider audience needs
3. Choose the appropriate communication vehicle
4. Use the key audience messages as a guide for developing content
5. Integrate proof points to support your message
6. Review key words and stylistic tactics to infuse writing with the YMCA tone of voice
7. Write copy
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Messaging: external audiences
Members & Participants
Relevance

Regardless of your age or interest—from child care and working out, to summer camps and job training—the Y’s a great
spot to come alone or with your family to meet people, catch your breath, find your feet, or tackle new challenges with
confidence, capability and community support. You’ll find our staff and volunteers are among the best in the world.

Impact (Belonging)

In the face of the simplest and the most trying challenges life throws at you—from getting active to losing a job—the Y
is here to help. Come by to learn more about any one of our many programs and stick around to meet the best staff and
volunteers in the world. You can only be a stranger here the first time—you’ll feel like you belong forever.

Sustainability

The YMCA’s sustainability is a testament to the strength of our members and participants. All of our programs and
services are developed with the long-term needs of the people we serve in mind. Our staff and volunteers embody the
diversity of our members, and their training and character speak first-hand to the commitment they have to help building
communities where everyone belongs.

Donors
Relevance

Tomorrow is being created today. Right now, at this very moment, at every YMCA, through the efforts of thousands of
volunteers and staff, through our programs and especially through engaging with one another—our members, our
partners & our supporters. So let’s join together, boldly and with purpose. Let’s connect with reciprocity and create a
future where everyone belongs.

Impact (Belonging)

We celebrate belonging. We champion the richness of diversity and the power of personal connection. More than
anything, we believe in building communities where everyone belongs. We welcome you to join us in creating
communities where everyone can be themselves and where everyone has the potential to stand out.

Sustainability

The YMCA has always been focused on the future and has been anticipating the needs and challenges of communities
across Canada for over 160 years, so that all people can have a place where they belong. While we’re proud of our history,
we remain focused on tomorrow, on the next generation of Canadians.
Together, we can create a future where everyone belongs.
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Messaging: external audiences (continued)
Partners & Government
Relevance

We’re unwavering in our dedication to achieving meaningful outcomes that matter to the communities we serve. We’ll
do what it takes to be a part of a solution that works, that gets results, and that gives our partners the confidence to come
back to work with us on the next challenge they’re tackling.

Impact (Belonging)

We’re honored to be a part of something great. We’re excited to work together; and we believe the best solutions come
from collaborating openly and effectively with partners. Together, we’re addressing significant challenges and complex
social needs.

Sustainability

We don’t think we help our communities if we can’t do something sustainably. Whatever we do, we ask the question: how
does this align with our larger vision? As importantly, we ask: how do our values align? With shared values we believe we
can go further and more sustainably together.

Media
Relevance

In an age of complex social challenges, the YMCA is building communities of belonging where everyone is invited and
encouraged to join in revitalizing connections, capabilities, and confidence to be healthier together.

Impact (Belonging)

The YMCA is improving the overall strength and resiliency of communities and all community members by addressing
complex social problems through a robust portfolio of core offerings. By providing opportunities for people to build new
and stronger bonds with their friends, family and community, we are transforming lives, families and neighbourhoods.

Sustainability

We believe that inclusive communities are built through social sustainability and fiscal responsibility. In response,
all of our efforts to be a force for good, to strengthen civil society, are undertaken with the long-term needs of our
communities in mind, to make them more resilient, capable and healthy.
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Messaging: internal audiences
Staff & Volunteers
Relevance

We do our best because of the dedication to the mission that our staff and volunteers bring every day to the Y. There are
a lot of great reasons to work or volunteer somewhere. Overwhelmingly, our folks are here because they care and care
deeply. We have truly great programs and wonderful facilities, but the best programs and facilities in the world amount to
very little without the dedication, focus and enthusiasm of our people.

Impact (Belonging)

Our staff and volunteers personify the values of the Y in their diversity and experience, and in their commitment to
welcome all who come through our doors with care and intention. They embody the values of the Y in the way they treat
each guest and each member as a whole person, with a holistic view of every individual member’s potential and a sense
of their belonging in their community.

Sustainability

For each of our members, every meaningful connection, each increase in their confidence and every shared feeling of
being welcomed comes back directly to the care and intention of our staff and volunteers. Our capacity to build a sense
of belonging begins and ends with our staff and volunteers.
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Creating headlines
There is not one formula for creating strong headlines.
Headlines for communications should be:
• High impact
• Engaging
• Give the audience a reason to continue reading
DO:
• Communicate a benefit that the Y offers the audience
e.g. ”YMCA. Inspire peace”
• Highlight an important need of the audience
e.g. “Imagine a world at peace”
• Communicate a “higher ideal”
e.g. “When given a chance, our youth can change the world”
• Communicate a call-to-action
e.g. “Help us create a peaceful solution”
DON’T:
• Use the name of the program or campaign
e.g. ” YMCA Youth Peace Network”
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The YMCA name
The YMCA story began in London, England in 1844 with one man who wanted to
make his community stronger. A 22-year-old draper at the time, George Williams
started the Young Men's Christian Association, or YMCA, in response to unhealthy
social conditions brought on by the Industrial Revolution.
The YMCA came to Canada in 1851 and since then, the YMCA in Canada has moved
past its original Christian roots to serve all Canadians, including all ages, genders,
and religions. To reflect this change, since the 1990s, the YMCA in Canada no longer
uses “Young Men’s Christian Association” and we officially call ourselves the YMCA.
The YMCA is now a name, not an acronym.
In some cases, the legal name of a YMCA Member Association may be listed as
“Young Men’s Christian Association” but its use should be limited to only those
instances where it is legally required.

Using “The YMCA”
While we are the YMCA, we are not The
YMCA. “The” is not a part of our formal
name but is grammatically required when
using our name in a sentence. Unless “the”
is the first word of the sentence, it should
not be capitalized.
If your Member Association name includes
the word “of”, such as the YMCA of
Northern Alberta, you will need to use the
word “the” before your name in sentences.

Celebrate YMCA Healthy Kids Day
at the YMCA of Northern Alberta.

The YMCA name
should always be
written in uppercase
letters without periods
after each letter.
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Celebrate YMCA Healthy Kids Day
at YMCA of Northern Alberta.

YMCA

Y.M.C.A.
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Using the letter “Y”
The letter “Y” plays a prominent role in our brand, with many cases where our name is shortened to simply
“the Y”. To protect the integrity of this association, we want to be careful when using the letter “Y”.

As a Name
Both “the YMCA” and “the Y” are acceptable to use, however, in formal communications
like a press release, “the YMCA” is preferred. When using a more casual tone of voice,
such as when communicating with members, “the Y” can also be used.

When George first came
to the Y, he felt an instant
connection with the staff.

YMCA-YWCAs can also refer to themselves as “the Y” in formal and informal
communications.

As a Substitute for “Why”
The letter “Y” can be used as a replacement for the word “Why?” in campaigns
or creative pieces; however, these should be used for a limited time.
The YMCA brandmark should never be used to replace the word “why”.
See page 31 for more information on unacceptable uses of the YMCA brandmark.

As a Substitute for the “y” Sound
Neither the letter “Y” in written form, or the YMCA brandmark, should ever
be used to replace or create a “y” sound in a program name or word.
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Y We Are Here

We Are Here

Y’d World of Sports
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Our terminology
Our terminology refers to the preferred spellings of commonly used terms at the YMCA.
Core offerings should always be written according to the Brand Architecture chart on page 10, including
the capitalization of specific words. See page 32 for more information on using YMCA names.
In some cases, we may use a term as both a term and a name, such as child care/YMCA Child Care.
The chart below outlines the correct spelling when the term is not being used as a name.
When a term has two or more words, sentence case should always be followed, meaning that if a term begins
a sentence, only the first word is capitalized i.e. Day camp is always an exciting part of a child’s summer.
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centre

center

spirit, mind and body

any switch to the
order of the words

child care

childcare, daycare

YMCA

Y.M.C.A.

child minding

childminding, babysitting

YMCA Peace Week

Peace Week

day camp

daycamp, daycamping

YMCA Strong Kids

Strong Kids

kids

kidz

YMCA Healthy Kids Day

Healthy Kids Day

overnight camp

residential camp

YMCA Playing to Learn™

Playing to Learn

preschool

pre-school

Our verbal identity guidelines

For more information on Health,
Fitness & Aquatics marketing, please
see YMCA Health, Fitness & Aquatics
Marketing and Guidance: Charitable
Legal Considerations & YMCA HFA,
available at intranet.ymca.ca.
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Using “Spirit, mind and body”
Back in 1891, Luther Gulick first introduced the iconic red triangle of the
YMCA brandmark. Each side of the triangle represents an essential part
of every person: their spirit, mind and body.
At the YMCA, we know that all three play an integral role in a person’s health, and we design our
programs and services with this holistic view in mind. Today, we continue to use “spirit, mind and body”
in our communications to describe how people
will benefit from being involved with the YMCA.
•

Guidelines for using “spirit, mind and body”
• Use in accordance with our verbal identity guidelines
• Use as part of a broader key message
• Don’t change the order of the words as the YMCA only holds a trademark for this order
• Don’t use on its own as a heading, tagline, etc.
• Don’t use in program or event names

This red triangle graphic is now
used as a historical reference.

Examples:

YMCA programs are offered at more than 1,700 locations across Canada,
and help people become healthier in spirit, mind and body.
The YMCA is a charity that believes everyone deserves to be healthy in
spirit, mind and body, and it’s our mission to make this a reality.

French Translation
Spirit, mind and body is generally not used in French communications. If you are translating an
English document into French, please contact the YMCAs of Quebec for a suitable translation.
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Developing new YMCA names
Names play an important role in communicating our brand to both external and internal audiences.
A name acts as a recall and recognition device and communicates desired attributes or specific benefits.
Through time and consistent use, it becomes a valuable asset and intellectual property.

Member Associations
An Association name should always begin with
YMCA and should follow the naming system:

YMCA of [Association]
Examples:

YMCA of Greater Toronto
YMCA of Northern Alberta

Program Names

When choosing a new name for your local programs, please follow these guidelines:
•	For consistency purposes, check with your brand lead to see if a suitable name
already exists within your Member Association, or check with YMCA Canada to
see if one already exists in the YMCA Federation
•	Use descriptive names that make it easy for the general public to understand
what the program is (e.g. YMCA School Support)
•	Ensure the name is not trademarked by another charity or company
•	Ensure the name aligns with the YMCA brand attributes
•	Include the correct trademark symbol (e.g. Zumba®) when using a name that
is trademarked by the YMCA or licensed for our use by another organization

Examples:

YMCA Day Camps
YMCA Young Leaders
YMCA Fitness Leadership Certification
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Naming new YMCA locations
With over 1,700 locations across Canada, our location names must follow
a common convention as a way to ensure clarity and consistency.
New location names should use the following system:

Donor / Geographic Indicator / YMCA / of Association / Core Offering / Site
Not all locations will require all components specified in the naming system above. Use only the components required,
while maintaining the sequence represented above.

Definition of Components
Donor
Geographic Indicator

an individual, organization or family
for which a building is being named
an indication of where the centre is
located, such as a region, city, school,
neighbourhood, street, etc.

YMCA

always included in names

of Association

Member Association name

Core Offering
Site

refer to Brand Architecture chart on
page 10 for a complete list of names
or sub-categories
describes the type of site, such as a
centre or the name of an actual location

Sample Location Names

Walker Family YMCA
DONOR

Renfrew Station YMCA Child Care Centre
GEOGRAPHIC INDICATOR

CORE OFFERING

SITE

Springfield YMCA Employment Services
GEOGRAPHIC INDICATOR

CORE OFFERING

YMCA Camp Elphinstone
SITE
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Trademarking
YMCA Canada owns and registers all trademarks at the national
masterbrand level, including the YMCA name, brandmark,
tagline, and key sub-brands.

Currently used Registered Trademarks

Under By-Law 12, YMCA Canada is the only body authorized to make registrations
using the official name or brandmark unless written permission is granted to a
Member Association. This means Member Associations cannot register a trademark
that uses the YMCA name or brandmark without YMCA Canada’s consent.

Building healthy communities
Plein de vies

Alternatively, Member Associations are able to register trademarks for their local
programs and events. Please inform YMCA Canada when you plan to file a
trademark application.

Masterbrand
YMCA (name & brandmark)

Spirit, mind, and body
Esprit, intelligence, et corps
Sub-Brands
YMCA Strong Kids
YMCA Pour nos enfants
YMCA Strong Kids Campaign (name & graphic)
Campagne YMCA Pour nos enfants (name & graphic)
Other
YMCA Active Y Kids
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Our brandmark
Our brandmark is a distinctive visual symbol of our brand that acts as a “Brand
Ambassador”. It promises an experience together with the benefits of the YMCA.

Preferred version
Whenever possible, use the
two colour version on a
white background.

YMCA
Dark Red

Only use approved artwork files
to reproduce the brandmark.

2 colours on
white background
(preferred)

PANTONE® 1815
C0 M97 Y100 K50
R138 G16 B5
HTML# 8A1005

1 colour red
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PANTONE® 185
C0 M91 Y76 K0
R238 G61 B67
HTML# E00034

Style Tip
When you need to use a
JPG or PNG version of the
brandmark, it is almost always
preferable to select the PNG
file as it has a transparent
background. JPG files do not
support transparency and
tend to have a white square
around the graphic that will
be visible when placed on a
non-white background.

Black

Brandmark

Other approved versions
The YMCA brandmark may
also appear in the approved
versions shown here.
Whenever possible, use the
preferred colour positive
version of the brandmark.
2 colours
on
2 colours
on
dark background
white background
(preferred)

Brandmark colour
Use YMCA Dark
and Bright Red.

YMCA
Bright Red

YMCA BRAND CAMP TIP

All approved versions of the YMCA brandmark are
available for download from YMCA Brand Camp.
KEYWORD SEARCH: YMCA brandmark
White on

White red
on dark
1 colour
dark background
background

Black

Black
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Our brandmark: clear space and size
To provide appropriate visibility and emphasis to our brandmark, no graphic or
typographic elements should encroach on the minimum clear space shown here.

Minimum clear space
The minimum clear space is
determined by the width of
the stem of the “Y” symbol.

Minimum size
In printed applications, the smallest
the brandmark should appear is a
¼ inch. Some media, such as silkscreening, may demand the mark be
larger due to technical limitations.

You may always leave more
than the minimum clear space.

X

Visualizing the YMCA Brand

Minimum size – printed media

E.g. this size can be printed on small
objects such as a pen.
The resolution of on-screen use
demands the minimum size be
larger than in print. Our brandmark
must be no smaller than 30 pixels
high on-screen.
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¼"

30 pixels

Minimum size – on-screen use

The brandmark should always be used larger
than the minimum size whenever possible.
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Improper brandmark usage
The consistent and proper use of our brandmark is important.
The following are examples of improper use of our brandmark.

Don’t condense, expand or distort.

Don’t rotate or angle.

Don’t add elements or graphic effects
(like drop shadows).

Don’t change the colour of the
elements.

Don’t use outdated versions of
our brandmark or divisional identities.

Don’t violate the clear space.

Don’t alter the symbol.

Don’t alter the size of the
Registered symbol.

Don’t attach text to the brandmark
that encroaches on the minimum
required clear space or use text to
create unofficial logos.

Don’t use the brandmark as a stand-in
for the word “why” or the letter “y”.

Don’t use on a background that
impairs readability.

Scaling Tip
Always scale the logo or graphics diagonally to avoid distorting them. Some programs
require you to hold the SHIFT key while scaling to maintain the aspect ratio.
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Using the YMCA name
Proper and consistent use of the YMCA name presents a unified brand promise to the world.
Because the YMCA name is not included as part of our brandmark, it’s vital that we include
it prominently within our communications or on branded materials.
See pages 38 and 39 for proper positioning for the name and brandmark.

YMCA of
Greater Vancouver

YMCA of
Greater Vancouver

YMCA
Employment Services

Robert Lee YMCA

YMCA Member Association names
In some instances, an Association
name is required to avoid
confusion with other YMCA
Associations.
In instances where it is obvious
which YMCA Association is being
referred to, the Association name
is not required.
Where contact information is
being presented, such as on
the back of a brochure, the
Association name should appear
with the brandmark.
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YMCA program descriptors
In many applications, the YMCA
name is used with a program
descriptor and an Association
name is not required.
Stand-alone brandmark
In some instances, the
brandmark may appear
without the YMCA name.
The brandmark may appear
without a name when
in proximity to a second
brandmark that includes the
YMCA name, or in a context
where the YMCA has been
previously established.

For example, the brandmark may
be used without a name on a
sign outside a facility when the
Association name is identified
with a second sign next to the
entrance to the building.
Another example, the brandmark
may appear as a stand-alone on
frosted glass within a facility,
as a viewer would have seen
the name upon entering the
building.
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Using names and descriptors
There are many ways we use names at the YMCA, including when referencing our Member Associations,
locations, core offerings, and programs. Often times, a name and a sub-descriptor are required for clarity.
Sub-descriptors can include references to a core offering, location or program name.
YMCA Member Association names

YMCA program and core offering names

• 	Member Association names are set in Bold text
•	Some Member Association names follow another format, such
as The YMCAs of or YMCAs Across. Regardless of the format, the
Association name should still be placed by itself on the second line
• Names may include a sub-descriptor in Regular text if required

•	When used on their own, isolate the YMCA name on its own line in
Bold text and put the rest of the name on the next line in Regular text
•	Proper spelling and trademark symbols should be used
•	Program names can be used on their own, with a sub-descriptor,
or as a sub-descriptor of a Member Association name

Standalone

With sub-descriptor

Standalone core offering

Standalone program

Core offering with sub-descriptor

YMCA of
Association

YMCA of
Association
Sub-descriptor

YMCA
Core Offering

YMCA
Program

YMCA Core Offering
Sub-descriptor

Example:

Example:

Example:

Example:

Example:

YMCA of
Newfoundland and Labrador

YMCA of
Newfoundland and Labrador
Marystown YMCA

YMCA
Employment Services

YMCA
Playing to Learn™

YMCA Community Initiatives
Conversation Club

When using names:
• YMCA or YMCA of should appear on its own line whenever possible
•N
 ames can include sub-descriptors such as location, program or core
offering names
•M
 ember Association names and sub-descriptors should only use the
YMCA brand typefaces Myriad Pro or Calibri (see page 64 for suitable
web alternatives)
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•N
 ames should never appear in YMCA Script
•N
 ames must only be displayed in the YMCA primary colour palette
• YMCA does not need to be repeated in the sub-descriptor if the subdescriptor begins with YMCA, like in a program or core offering name
•G
 enerally, for sub-descriptors that end with the YMCA, such as
location names, the YMCA should be left in the sub-descriptor
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Using names and descriptors (continued)
YMCA location names
•	Location names include Health, Fitness & Aquatics centres, child care centres, camps, etc.
•	Location names can be used on their own, with a sub-descriptor, or as a sub-descriptor of a Member Association name
•	When the location name is used alone, YMCA appears on its own line, unless it is in the middle of the name. In these
cases, start the second line with YMCA
Standalone name that
leads with YMCA

Standalone name that
ends with YMCA

Standalone name with
YMCA in the middle

YMCA
Location Name

Location Name
YMCA

Text leading up to YMCA
YMCA and post-YMCA text

Example:

Example:

Example:

YMCA
Newcomer Information Centre

Robert Lee
YMCA

Renfrew Station
YMCA Child Care Centre

With sub-descriptor

As a sub-descriptor

YMCA Location Name
Sub-descriptor

YMCA
Association Name
Location Name

Example:

Example:

Robert Lee YMCA
Day Camps

YMCA of
Greater Vancouver
Robert Lee YMCA
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Colour
Association names and descriptors
must only be used in the YMCA primary
colour palette described on page 44.
YMCA
Bright Red

YMCA
Dark Red

YMCA Canada
YMCA Canada

Black

YMCA Canada
YMCA
Grey

YMCA Canada

White

YMCA Canada

January 2018

YMCA
YMCA Canada
Canada

Sizing and alignment of names with brandmark
Standard size

YMCA
YMCA of
of
Northern
Northern Alberta
Alberta
Castle
Castle Downs
Downs YMCA
YMCA

Langara Fam
Fam
Langara
YMCA
YMCA

Bilingual Association names
Horizontal alignment

3/4x
3/8x

minimum of
x

x

YMCA of
YMCA du
Greater Moncton Grand Moncton

9/16x

x
x

Small size

YMCA
YMCA of
of
Northern
Northern Alberta
Alberta
Castle
Castle Downs
Downs YMCA
YMCA

1/2x
1/4x
3/8x

minimum of
x

x

YMCA of
YMCA du
Greater Moncton Grand Moncton
Size
The size of the name or
descriptor type is variable
in relation to the YMCA
brandmark, depending
on the requirements of
the application.
Most applications use the
standard size shown above
but some applications,
like stationery, YMCA
require of
Greater Toronto
a smaller text size.

Metro Central

Bilingual Association names
Vertical alignment

YMCA
Canada
YMCAYMCA
Canada
of

YMCA of
YMCA of
Greater Toronto Greater Toronto
Greater
Metro Central
Metro
CentralMoncton
x

x

Occasionally an application
may require a text size
different than these examples,
but the relationships shown
above should be used
whenever possible.

YMCA of
Greater Toronto
Metro Central

YMCA du
Grand Moncton

In instances where French and
English Association names
are used together, they may
be aligned either horizontally
or vertically as shown. Names
may also be placed below the
brandmark at a distance of “x”
or more.

Langara
Langara Fami
Fami
YMCA
YMCA

In bilingual logos, either
French or English may appear
first, depending on what
is most appropriate for the
location.

Note: These examples show the names positioned at
the minimum allowed distance from the brandmark.
See page 38 for preferred positioning of names in a format.

YMCA of
Greater Toronto
Metro Central
YMCA of
Greater Toronto
Metro Central
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Our tagline graphic
Our masterbrand tagline “Building healthy communities” captures
our brand essence in a few memorable words. The tagline is visually
expressed with a graphic used consistently across our communications.

English YMCA tagline – one line version

General guidelines for using the tagline
•	Always use approved artwork files for the
tagline, which can be downloaded from
YMCA Brand Camp
•	Never type the tagline out using YMCA Script
font as the letters will not line up properly
•	The tagline may be used in any of the
colours of the YMCA primary or secondary
colour palette

•	Never use the tagline without the presence
of the YMCA brandmark (see page 38 for
proper positioning)
•	Always resize the tagline diagonally, using
the corner handles and holding the SHIFT
key if necessary to maintain the aspect ratio

English YMCA tagline – two line version

French YMCA tagline

Minimum clear space

The tagline may be used
in any of the colours of the
YMCA primary or secondary
colour palette.

Sizing the tagline in application

X
x

YMCA of
Greater Vancouver
Robert Lee YMCA

YMCA BRAND CAMP TIP

Asset Category filter:
YMCA General
The minimum amount
of clear space required
around the tagline is the
equivalent of the height of
the uppercase “B” in Building
healthy communities or the
uppercase “P” in Plein de vies.

x
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X

The size of the tagline is
determined by matching
the height of the capitals
in the name to the
height of the capitals in
the tagline.

Design Elements filter:
Taglines

January 2018

Campaign taglines
From time to time, there will be campaigns with their own taglines, such as YMCA Peace Week or the
It Starts Here campaign. These time-limited taglines will help to brand and differentiate our campaigns.
•	In these cases, you do not need to
include the masterbrand “Building
healthy communities” tagline
•	Campaign taglines should follow the
guidelines on the following pages
regarding proper positioning of the
tagline with the name and brandmark
•	Campaign taglines should use only
approved artwork files when applicable
•	The campaign tagline should only
appear on campaign materials and be
removed when the campaign ends
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Positioning the brandmark, name and tagline
Basic rules for positioning the YMCA brandmark, names and descriptors

Preferred brandmark position
The preferred positioning of
the brandmark is in the top
left corner of the format. The
distance from the edge of
the format to the brandmark
must be equal to, or greater
than, the size of the minimum
protected space.
(see page 30)

Acceptable brandmark positions
In instances where the preferred
position is problematic, the
brandmark may be positioned
in any of the other corners of
the format.

Positioning the name
The name may be positioned
in any of the corners of the
format not occupied by the
brandmark. The name may
be for a program or Association,
but must always include “YMCA”.

Positioning the tagline
The tagline may be positioned
in any of the corners of the
format not occupied by the
brandmark or the name.

Some examples of acceptable positioning

Diagrams shown here are
intended to illustrate the proper
placement of brand elements
and do not represent actual
applications. Design elements
such as colour, images, and
graphics have been eliminated
for clarity.
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Positioning the brandmark, name and tagline: exceptions
Exceptions to the basic rules for positioning the name and tagline

Exception to name position
In instances where the name
cannot be positioned in a
corner of the format, it should
be aligned either vertically
or horizontally with the
brandmark.

Limited use name lock-up
The name may be locked up
to the brandmark in instances
where space is very limited.
In a lock-up, the name is
positioned at the distance of
“X” from the brandmark.

The distance between the
name and brandmark may
vary, but must never encroach
on the clear space.
(See page 30)

The lock-up may also be used
where the YMCA brandmark
appears with other third-party
logos, or other instances
where a lack of clarity would
be created by having the name
away from the brandmark.

Whenever possible, use more
than the minimum space.
Diagrams shown here are
intended to illustrate the proper
placement of brand elements
and do not represent actual
applications. Design elements
such as colour, images and,
graphics have been eliminated
for clarity.
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The name should not be
locked up to the brandmark
if the preferred positioning
can be achieved.
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Name lock-up with tagline
Where the name is locked
up and the tagline is used,
the tagline should align
horizontally or vertically with
the brandmark, preferably on
the same axis as the name.

Limited use tagline lock-up
The tagline may also be locked
up to the brandmark in instances
where space is very limited.
The lock-up may also be used
where the YMCA brandmark
appears with other third-party
logos, or other instances where
it may be unclear to which
organization the tagline is
connected.

Exception to tagline size
It may be appropriate
to use the tagline as a
headline in some high-level
communications such as
posters. In these instances the
tagline may be used larger
than the name and may be
set on a slight angle.

The tagline lock-up may appear
with or without a name. If a
name is used, it should align
horizontally or vertically with
the brandmark, preferably on
the same axis as the tagline.
Always use approved artwork
files for the tagline lock-up,
do not recreate the lock-up
yourself.

Brandmark lock-up with tagline
The tagline may be locked
up with the brandmark to
emphasize YMCA’s brand
essence in third-party
environments where control
over logo and tagline
placement may not exist.
These lock-ups are available in
English, French, and bilingual
versions. In an exception
to the left-aligned stacked
English tagline rule, these
lock-ups have a centrealigned tagline.

YMCA BRAND CAMP TIP

KEYWORD SEARCH: tagline lock-up
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Typography
Systematic use of typography is vital for creating a consistent
visual presentation across different communications materials.
The typeface Myriad Pro
is used in external and
professionally designed
and printed materials.
Myriad Pro is supplied as
part of Adobe Creative
Suite®, making it a standard
font for a majority of design
professionals and Mac users.
If Myriad Pro is unavailable,
it is replaced with Calibri.

Myriad Pro
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

See page 64 for alternative
web fonts that can be
used when our preferred
typography is unavailable.

The typeface Calibri is used in
place of Myriad Pro in desktop
produced applications
such as letters, memos, and
PowerPoint® presentations.
The typeface Calibri is a
standard font in Microsoft
Office® for Windows and
Mac, and is available on
most computers.
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Calibri
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

Myriad Pro Light
Myriad Pro Regular
Myriad Pro Semibold
Myriad Pro Bold
Myriad Pro Black
Myriad Pro appears in several
different weights. All weights shown
above are acceptable, as are the italic
versions for these weights. Condensed
versions of Myriad Pro are discouraged
but may be used if space is severely
limited.

Calibri Light
Calibri Regular
Calibri Bold
Calibri is available in Light, Regular,
and Bold weights. Use of Italics
should be limited to emphasizing
text within body copy, such as
publication titles.
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Typography
YMCA Script is a custom font created solely for the YMCA in Canada.
YMCA Script is used when making expressive statements or representing
a human voice, such as in short testimonial statements.

YMCA SCRIPT
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

YMCA Script regular

Using YMCA Script on the Web
YMCA Script is not available as a
web font. You will need to create
a graphic of your headline or text
to use YMCA Script on the web.
These images are not readable
by screen readers for the visually
impaired so alt text is required to
make it accessible.

YMCA Script has a single weight.

Use by Third Party Vendors
In situations where you need to
share the font file with a thirdparty to complete a project, please
communicate that (1) the typeface
is proprietary and can only be
used for projects by the YMCA in
Canada; and (2) the file should be
deleted following the project’s
completion. This ensures the
typeface is only used by the YMCA.

• Use for expressive headlines, call-outs or quotes
• Reduce the space (leading) between lines when
using the font on two or more lines
• Use on a slight angle (10° or 15°) when appropriate,
to create a more natural, organic handwritten feeling
When using YMCA Script, you should never do the following:
• Use this font to type out the tagline, use the tagline graphic
instead (see page 36, Our tagline graphic, for more information)
• Use in body copy or for headings/titles in body copy
• Use for a long testimonial
• Use for web buttons
• Use for Member Association, location, core offering
or program names
• Use in bold or italics
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YMCA BRAND CAMP TIP

KEYWORD SEARCH: YMCA Script
If you need assistance installing it on your
computer, please contact your IT department.

Remember
YMCA Script will automatically
convert into a default font when
sent to someone who does
not have the font installed on
their computer. You may need
to convert your file to a PDF or
embed the font to prevent this.
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Using YMCA Script
The following are examples of proper and improper use of YMCA Script.

Typed out

Do use for expressive statements.

Original

Visualizing the YMCA Brand

Don’t use all caps.

Don’t type out the tagline. Use the approved graphics.

Don’t type body copy in YMCA
Script.

Don’t use the tagline for
headings or sub-titles in body
copy or reports.

Reduced line height

Do reduce the space between lines when the text goes onto two or
more lines.
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Approved graphic

Don’t type out Member Association,
location, core offering or program
names in YMCA Script. Use Myriad
Pro or Calibri instead.
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Examples of typography in use
s become
Helpinhtg kid
straig shooters

YMCA Camp Elphinstone
Eites pro mo magnisi ut
quidebisitia voluptatur aspidel in
porehendi cone sum volum eicius
volupta teseque commolupta

EBites pro mo porehendi cone sum magnisi ut quid
ebisitia voluptatur aspidel in porehendi cone sum es
volum eicius volupta teseque commolupta.
Bites pro mo magnisi ut quidebisitia voluptatur. Ne
nate dolupta ditem harciur, simusam aperrorest, sume
labor sit, conem accatquatint .

www.vanymca.org

Business letters, forms or other
documents produced internally
on a PC should use Calibri.
Regular weight is used in body
copy; bold is used in headlines.
Italics should be used for
adding proper emphasis within
body copy, such as when
showing a publication title, but
italics should not be used to set
large areas of type.
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PowerPoint presentations are produced internally on PCs and
use Calibri. Calibri Bold is used for headlines and Regular weight
is used for body copy. YMCA Script may be used for headlines or
call-outs that are expressive in nature, as per the example shown
above. YMCA Script should not be used for headlines that are purely
informational in nature – these should be set in Calibri as shown.
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Brochures or posters that are
professionally designed and printed
use Myriad Pro. Bold weight may be
used to emphasize headlines or other
important information. Body copy is
set in regular weight. YMCA Script is
used for expressive statements.

All informational and wayfinding signage should use Myriad
Pro. YMCA Script may be used in display graphics of an
expressive nature, but must not be used in informational or
wayfinding signs .
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Our colour palette
Next to our brandmark, colour is the most recognizable element of our visual system.
Our bold and energetic red is supported by a palette that is both distinct and functional.
YMCA
Bright Red

PANTONE® 185
C0 M91 Y76 K0
R238 G61 B67
HTML# E00034

YMCA
Grey

PANTONE®
Cool Grey 7
C0 M0 Y0 K50
R148 G149 B153
HTML# 949599

YMCA
Bright
Fuchsia

YMCA
Dark Red

PANTONE® 1815
C0 M97 Y100 K50
R138 G16 B5
HTML# 8A1005

Black

Process Black
C0 M0 Y0 K100
R0 G0 B0
HTML# 000000

Fuchsia
gradation

YMCA
Dark
Fuchsia

White
C0 M0 Y0 K0
R255 G255 B255
HTML# FFFFFF

Primary brand palette
Since our YMCA red colours
are part of our primary brand
pallette, and are one of the
more recognizable elements
in our visual system, they
should always be used at full
strength and never screened
as a tint.
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Our brandmark,
tagline, Association
names, and program
descriptors only use
the primary brand
colour.
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PANTONE®
Rubine Red
C0 M100 Y15 K4
R229 G2 B120
HTML# E50278

YMCA
Bright Blue

PANTONE® 279
C68 M34 Y0 K0
R81 G143 B204
HTML# 518FCC

Blue
gradation

PANTONE® 222
C0 M100 Y10 K59
R124 G0 B63
HTML# 7C003F

YMCA
Dark Blue

Secondary brand palette
A secondary palette of vibrant
and approachable colours
brings our brand to life in an
inviting and positive way.

YMCA
Bright Teal

PANTONE® 3262
C71 M0 Y33 K0
R35 G188 B185
HTML# 23BCB9

Teal
gradation

PANTONE® 280
C100 M72 Y0 K18
R0 G72 B144
HTML# 004890

The secondary palette
can appear as
gradients using the
corresponding hues
shown above.

YMCA
Dark Teal

YMCA
Bright Green

PANTONE® 390
C22 M0 Y100 K8
R195 G208 B33
HTML# C3D021

Green
gradation

PANTONE® 3292
C100 M0 Y49 K46
R0 G108 B100
HTML# 006C64

YMCA
Dark Green

Web accessibility
These colours are not always
accessible when used as text or
backgrounds for text on the web.
Please refer to Web Accessible
Colours on page 63 for web safe
colour combinations.

YMCA
Bright
Orange

PANTONE® 1375
C0 M40 Y90 K0
R250 G166 B52
HTML# FAA634

Orange
gradation

PANTONE® 378
C34 M0 Y100 K60
R85 G108 B17
HTML# 556C11

YMCA
Dark
Orange

PANTONE® 160
C0 M62 Y100 K32
R178 G92 B19
HTML# B25C13

PANTONE® is the property
of Pantone LLC.
The colours shown on this
page and throughout these
Brand Guidelines have not
been evaluated by Pantone for
accuracy and may not match
the PANTONE Colour Standards.
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Our graphic device
Our graphic device helps aid in the recognition of our brand
and can also help to add a personal touch to materials.
Painted graphic device
A painted graphic device
brings colour to our materials
and adds a personal element,
reflecting human interaction
and care.

The painted graphic device can
be scaled to a desired size.

To see examples of our
graphic device in use, see
Section 5, Our Brand in Action.

Artwork for the graphic
device is available in
horizontal, vertical, and
square formats.

Use only approved artwork
to reproduce the painted
graphic device.
The painted graphic device may
use any colour from the colour
palette, either as flat colours or
with gradients.

• Use only approved artwork for the “painted
edge” graphic device
• In addition to the “painted edge” version, it is
acceptable to use a straight-edged version
of these shapes in the brand colours
• Use sparingly; the graphic device should be part
of the design, but shouldn’t overwhelm it
• Use transparency (when appropriate); use at full
strength and never screened as a tint
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When using the graphic device, never do
the following:
• Resize the graphic device in such a way that it
compromises the painted edge (always resize
diagonally, holding the SHIFT key if necessary
to maintain the aspect ratio)
• Create text labels
• Use to frame the brandmark, tagline or names
• Use as a web button

YMCA BRAND CAMP TIP

KEYWORD SEARCH:
graphic device
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Our graphic device in action

Connection
One step at a time: Canada’s YMCAs
are playing an important role in
fostering vital connections for newly
arrived Syrians, through our centres
and online pre-arrival programs

One step at a time: Canada’s YMCAs
are playing an important role in
fostering vital connections for newly
arrived Syrians, through our centres
and online pre-arrival programs

When they first arrive in Canada, Syrians and
their Canadian sponsors are eager to communicate, despite the immediate language barrier.

Don’t overuse the graphic device.

Don’t use the graphic device
to frame text.

Don’t resize the graphic device in such
a way that it compromises the painted
edge. Always resize diagonally, holding
the SHIFT key if necessary to maintain
the aspect ratio.

Don’t use in a colour not from
our approved brand colour
palette.

Don’t use the paint graphic
device to frame the brandmark.

Do use the graphic device subtly. In this design, the
painted edge adds an accent. Note how a straight
edge is used for the picture border.

Home
“I was two years old when
I came to Canada as a
refugee. The Y provided a
safe place for me to grow
and be active. The support
I received inspired me to
pay it forward to young
people who may need
a helping hand today.”
—Roger

About the YMCA
Applications
Don’t use as a web button.

Do use transparency when using on top of a photo.
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Photography
The focus of YMCA photos should always be on the people in the
photo. Photos should always be colourful, vibrant, authentic, natural,
positive, and set in real environments. For maximum impact, use a
single, powerful image instead of collages of multiple small photos.
There are three styles of photography that are used for different purposes: YMCA Community,
Individual Impact and Impersonal, explained in detail below.

Always use the National Photo & Video Release Waiver
A signed waiver allows us to share photos across Canada
and with authorized third parties for YMCA purposes.

YMCA BRAND CAMP TIP

National Photo & Video Release Waiver
KEYWORD SEARCH: photo waiver

YMCA Community

Individual Impact

Impersonal

•	Focus is on a group of people interacting with
each other while participating in YMCA programs
•	Captures a sense of activity or motion
•	Gives a sense of togetherness, friendship,
connections, community, and support
•	Eye contact with camera is not required, however,
having one person looking at the camera can
increase the impact of the photo

•	Focus is on a single individual (although others
may appear in the background)
•	Portrait style photos of people of all ages and
backgrounds in a variety of YMCA settings
•	Typically, the subjects of these photos are looking
directly at the camera
•	Shows the impact of the YMCA on a personal level

•	Shows buildings or equipment or focuses on a specific
part of a person so they cannot be identified
•	Provides options when a photo of the subject
in a story is not available
•	When showing a building or equipment, the photo will
provide additional information or context for the user
•	May include architectural drawings of new locations

Primary photo style
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YMCA Community photography
With this photography style, a group of individuals is captured interacting with each other at
the YMCA. YMCA Community photography should be the most frequently used style for posters,
brochure covers, home and landing pages on websites, and social media posts, etc.
If possible, have one of the subjects make eye contact with the camera, although this is not always required. If the photo captures
an action shot, motion blur is acceptable. There may be cases as well where no faces are visible as the subjects are turned away from
the camera, but these instances should be limited.
Checklist for the
“YMCA Community” style
	Is more than one person
captured?
	Is an interaction, action
or motion shown?
	Is a YMCA activity
captured?
	Is the brand promise
portrayed? See page 6.
	Is the mood positive?
	Is the colour vibrant?
	Is there a sense of light
and brightness?
	Does the scenario seem
authentic and not
staged?
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Individual Impact photography
In this imagery style, individuals who belong to the YMCA as members, participants, volunteers, donors, and/
or staff are captured. Individual Impact photography should be used primarily to accompany stories about that
individual or in the body content of materials like web pages, newsletters, brochures, and reports, etc.
When choosing photos, look for warm, colourful, vibrant, bright, authentic, and real images that do not look staged or as if they were shot in a
studio. Showing subjects with direct eye contact with the camera creates engagement and a personal connection.
Checklist for the
“Individual Impact” style
	Is a single person the
focus of the image?
(others may appear in
the background but
should not be interacting
with the subject)
	Is the brand promise
portrayed? See page 6.
	Is the subject looking
directly into the camera?
	Does the subject have a
positive expression?
	Is the colour vibrant?
	Is there a sense of light
and brightness?
	Does the subject seem
authentic and not a
model?
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Impersonal photography
This imagery style should be used when a photo of the person in your story is not available
or when the image will add context to a story or design. This imagery style can also be
used for a photo gallery/virtual tour for location pages on your website. Architectural
drawings can be used as support materials for the opening of new locations. Use of
Impersonal photography should be limited and is best used primarily in digital formats.
When choosing photos, look for vibrant, bright, real images that showcase the building, equipment or area of focus.
The user should be able to immediately identify what they are looking at.
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Stylizing our imagery
Instructions for stylized imagery
To achieve distinct vibrancy, follow
either of the two methods outlined
below in Adobe® Photoshop.

Stylized imagery
A distinctive photo
treatment adds vibrancy
and can unify images
from a variety of sources.

Photo manipulation should
be completed by a trained
designer or photographer.
Original image

Adjusted image

Set Image Layer One to opacity
50%. (This can be increased up
to 75% for desired vibrancy and
contrast.)

Duplicate Image Layer. Set
Image Layer Two to overlay
at 100%.

In many images, vibrancy
can be achieved by simply
increasing the saturation levels
in the hue/saturation menu.
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Co-branding with partner organizations
From time to time, YMCA programs and/or events will involve external third-party
sponsors or partners. A co-branding of logos may be required in these cases.
Always make sure to determine the appropriate use of another organization’s logo by contacting their
marketing/communications department first.

YMCA as primary partner
When the YMCA delivers the program, the
Partnership Agreement should include a requirement
that the YMCA brandmark be the prominent logo.
From the point of view of program users, the YMCA is
the group they interact with.
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YMCA as equal partners
When the program that the YMCA delivers is fully
funded by another organization, e.g. United Way or
the Government of Canada, the YMCA brandmark
should be shown in equal size as the funding partners
and the YMCA should appear first if possible.

YMCA as secondary partner
When the YMCA is a secondary partner, such as
when providing a location for another group’s
functions, the primary partner’s logo should
receive prominence.
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Co-branding with partner organizations:
general principles
Single partner lock-up

Multiple partner lock-up

Sécurité publique Public Safety
Canada
Canada

When possible, separate the
partner brandmarks.
In equal partnerships,
brandmarks should be the
same visual weight.

If there are major and minor
partners, logo size may reflect
the scale of participation.

y
y
Partner
brandmark

y
X
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Centred
visually

The distance of the line from
the YMCA brandmark matches
the minimum clear space
described on page 30.
The grey line extends above
and below the brandmark by
a distance that matches the
line-width of the triangle.

Sécurité publique

Québec

If the logos must appear in close proximity, they are separated by a grey line.
The YMCA brandmark should appear first when locked up with partner brands.

Les YMCA
Branding
for third party fundraising
du Québec
In support of

When branding for third party fundraising events, use the
“In support of” YMCA or “In Support of” YMCA Strong Kids logo.
Any third party fundraising initiatives requiring co-branding
should be guided by a third party fundraising agreement.
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Co-branding with YMCA-YWCA
Preferred

With both brandmarks

YMCA – YWCA
National Capital Region

Other versions
4 colour – spot colour inks

3 colour – 2 spot colour reds
+ tint of black

one colour – black

The preferred identification of
YMCA-YWCA is to use the YMCA
brandmark with the YWCA
identified in the descriptor.

YMCA-YWCA’s may choose
to display the YWCA triangle
symbol. The co-branded lock-up
of the two logos is shown here.

one colour – white

Other versions of the YMCAYWCA lock-up where colour is
limited.

YMCA-YWCAs may also be
co-branded with a third party.
The partner logo may appear
with either the lock-up including
the YWCA triangles, or with the
YMCA brandmark alone.
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or

KEYWORD SEARCH: YMCA-YWCA logo
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Exterior signage
Signage is one of the most
visible, long-standing and
expensive elements of our
brand system. As such, it
is vital that our brand is
properly and consistently
applied through signage.
Examples of different signs
that follow our brand
standards are shown here.
• YMCA brandmark is used
on a white background
whenever possible
• Colours used in signage
follow our brand colour
palette
• Myriad Pro should be used
as the typeface for signage
applications
• Graphics and images may be
applied to windows or walls
to create visual interest
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Exterior cantilevered

Transparent vinyl logo and graphics
on exterior glass

Vinyl graphics on exterior doors
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Interior signage
In interiors, signage may
appear in a number of forms,
each with a distinct purpose.
These signs range from highly
functional to purely decorative.

YMCA BRAND CAMP TIP

Customizable
wayfinding icons
KEYWORD SEARCH:
wayfinding

Examples of interior signage
in the YMCA brand system are
shown here.
All YMCA signage must comply
with, or exceed government
standards for accessibility for
people with disabilities.
Reception welcome sign

Digital entrance displays show
events, classes, and notices

Wayfinding Signage
Wayfinding signage that
is compliant with Ontario
accessibility laws, which are
among the most stringent in the
country, has been developed by
the YMCA of Greater Toronto.
The complete set of
customizable icons can be
found on YMCA Brand Camp in
a document that can be opened
and customized using Adobe
Illustrator.
It is strongly recommended
that you use this system when
updating your wayfinding
signage in your buildings.
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Amenities sign

Customized icons for wayfinding
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Interior design
The interiors of our facilities
are a vital touch point with our
communities. We must ensure
that our interiors are inviting,
comfortable, and vibrant
spaces.
The design of an interior will
vary depending on the function
of the facility or space, but the
following general principles
may be applied to a large
variety of scenarios.
• YMCA brandmark should
be presented on a white
background wherever possible
• Large wall areas should be
painted in inviting, neutral
colours. The selection of
neutral colours is up to the
discretion of each Association
and are not part of the brand
colour palette

General principles applied to a facility entrance

General principles applied to an office lobby

• Bright YMCA brand colours
must be limited. They may be
used for trim, doors or small
accent areas such as pillars
• Colour may be used to define
regions within a facility
• Graphics may be applied to
walls or windows to create
visual interest
• Brand colours may be used
in furniture to add colour
to a space
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Decorative wall or window
graphics

YMCA history display wall
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Interior design: paint specifications
Benjamin Moore® paint specifications for YMCA brand colours:

YMCA
Bright Red

2002-20
Bull's eye red

Light
Grey

2124-40
Thundercloud
Grey

YMCA
Bright
Fuchsia

2086-30
Rosy Blush

YMCA
Bright Blue

2067-40
Blue Lapis

YMCA
Bright Teal

2048-40
Poolside Blue

YMCA
Bright Green

2027-20
Spring Moss

YMCA
Bright
Orange

2016-30
Carrot Stick

YMCA
Dark Red

2082-20
Plum Raisin

Dark
Grey

2124-30
Deep Silver

YMCA
Dark
Fuchsia

2075-10
Dark Burgundy

YMCA
Dark Blue

2067-20
Starry Night Blue

YMCA
Dark Teal

2045-10
Green Bay

YMCA
Dark Green

2145-10
Avocado

YMCA
Dark
Orange

2166-10
Gold Rush

White

2140-70
Winter White

Primary brand palette

Secondary brand palette
For information on using
colour in facility interiors,
please see page 57.

YMCA Playing to Learn™
has its own custom paint
specifications for YMCA
Child Care centres. Please
refer to 59 for more
information.
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Interior design: YMCA Playing to Learn™ colours
The YMCA Playing to Learn™ curriculum outlines the specific paint colours that are to be
used within YMCA Child Care centres. Research has determined that these colour schemes
create a positive learning environment for children.
As a result, when painting a child care centre, the YMCA brand colour palette must NOT be used, and the following
guidelines should be followed.

Guidelines:
1. U
 se the colour as specified
in the “Area to Paint” section
of the chart.
2. To ensure your paint results
are the approved colours,
you must use Sico Shantung
paint (available at Rona).
You may also refer to the
Sico website to find a
distributor located in your
region: www.sico.ca.
3. The paint numbers are very
similar—be sure you select
the correct number.
Paint Combination
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Area to Paint

Brand

Type

Name

Number

All walls

Sico

Shantung

Portobello

6185-41

Doors and frames

Sico

Shantung

Pillow Cloud

6215-11

Radiators and stair handrails

Sico

Shantung

Flock of Ducks

6183-52

Kick plates for doors
Corner guards for high impact corners

Stainless steel or brushed metal

YMCA A Place
to Connect™

There are no designated
guidelines on paint colours
for the school age curriculum
as the majority of programs
are shared spaces such as
classrooms, gyms, and stages.
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Branding in digital environments
Adherence to the YMCA Brand Guidelines doesn’t stop
when you are engaging with your audience digitally.
An organization’s website is its single most important online communication
tool. People are increasingly looking to engage and interact with us online,
and we need to make sure that our websites and social media channels maintain
the YMCA brand.
The following section will outline how the YMCA brand should be represented
in digital formats, including examples of web alternatives that are in line with
our YMCA Brand Guidelines.
For further information, please refer to the YMCA Digital Engagement Guidelines.

YMCA BRAND CAMP TIP

YMCA Digital Engagement Guidelines
KEYWORD SEARCH: digital engagement
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Web accessibility
Inclusion is one of the YMCA’s core values, and that means that the act of inclusion must also
extend into the digital world. In our case, inclusion means ensuring our websites are accessible
to visitors with disabilities or those using assistive devices.
The Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 2.0 (WCAG 2.0) are the internationally recognized standards that cover the navigation,
design, and coding of a website in order to remove barriers to web content. WCAG 2.0 has three levels of compliance:
Level A

Level AA

Level AAA

Encompasses the most basic
web accessibility features.
Implementation of these
criteria is the easiest and will
impact a broad array of users.

Consists of the biggest and
most prevalent barriers
encountered by disabled
users. Some criteria will only
remove barriers for specific
users groups but the impact
is significant. This level is the
international best practice.

Deals with the highest
and most involved level
of web accessibility. This is
the highest level and most
difficult level to achieve to
improve usability.

In many provinces, compliance with these standards is the
law. In Ontario, which has the most stringent regulations in
the country, the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act
requires all sites be Level AA compliant by 2021. When possible,
YMCAs in Canada should aim for Level AAA compliance
but meet Level AA at a minimum, regardless of the web
accessibility requirements in your province.

WCAG II Level AA is the minimum requirement for YMCA websites.
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Web accessible colours
Brand
palette

Primary

Our communications on the web should be accessible
to all users. This chart shows how our colour palette can
safely be used on the web by showing copy and colour
combinations that are WCAG 2.0 AA compliant.

White
background

White copy
HTML # FFFFFF

YMCA Bright Red
HTML # E00034

All type sizes

All type sizes

YMCA Dark Red
HTML # 8A1005

All type sizes

All type sizes

YMCA Grey
HTML # 949599
Black
HTML # 000000

All type sizes

All type sizes

WCAG 2.0 does not have a
recommended minimum font
size for websites. As a best
practice, we recommend using
12 points as the minimum font
size for body copy.
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All type sizes

Large copy

All type sizes

Understanding the chart

YMCA Dark Fuchsia
HTML # 7C003F

All type sizes

All type sizes

All type sizes – text in any size
in this colour on this colour
background meets the WCAG
2.0 AA standard.

YMCA Bright Blue
HTML # 518FCC

Large copy

Large copy

YMCA Dark Blue
HTML # 004890

All type sizes

All type sizes

Blank box – do not use
this colour on this colour
background as it does not
meet the WGAC 2.0 AA
standard at any size.

Secondary

YMCA Bright Fuchsia
HTML # E50278

YMCA Bright Teal
HTML # 23BCB9
YMCA Dark Teal
HTML # 006C64

All type sizes

All type sizes

All type sizes

Large copy
All type sizes

All type sizes

All type sizes

YMCA Bright Orange
HTML # FAA634
YMCA Dark Orange
HTML # B25C13

All type sizes

All type sizes

YMCA Bright Green
HTML # C3D021
YMCA Dark Green
HTML # 556C11

Large copy

All type sizes

White
HTML # FFFFFF

Large copy – text that is in
14 point font and bold OR
in 18 point font or larger in
this colour on this colour
background meets the WCAG
2.0 AA standard.

Black copy
HTML # 000000

Large copy
All type sizes

All type sizes

All type sizes

Large copy
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Alternative web fonts
When using apps and/or web based programs that do not include Myriad Pro or Calibri in
their font options, the following substitute fonts can be used, listed in order of preference.

Open Sans
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890
Sans Serif
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890
Arial
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890
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Using YMCA Script
on the Web
YMCA Script is not available
as a web font. In general, we
recommend you avoid using
YMCA Script on the web.
If you must use it, you will
need to create a graphic of
your text to use YMCA Script
on the web.
These images are not
readable by screen readers
for the visually impaired so
you must include alt text to
make it accessible.
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Brand architecture on websites
When creating a website, best
practices for navigation and user
experience should be followed.
Depending on the breadth and
depth of the programs and
services your YMCA offers, our
brand architecture (see page 10)
may not work well as your web
architecture.
As a result, you may need to make
modifications to the brand architecture to
make sure your website is easily navigable
and to reduce the number of clicks a user
needs to find information easily.
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Changing
the hierarchy

Avoid using the YMCA
name in your navigation

Use of YMCA
Opportunities to Give

Work with an expert
to plan your site

An optimal web experience
lets users take the most direct
path to the information they
need while providing enough
information for them to
find it. For a YMCA website,
this can involve changing
the hierarchy of our brand
architecture. Sample changes
may include having subcategories appear at the same
level as a core offering, not
using a core offering name,
or adding additional ways to
group information. See the
next page for examples.

It is also recommended
that you remove the YMCA
name from the front of core
offerings and sub-categories
in your navigation. This makes
it easier for a user to search
for the information they are
looking for.

There is flexibility in the
use of the name YMCA
Opportunities to Give as this
term may be unfamiliar for
users. It is recommended that
you use Get Involved as the
heading for this section as it is
easier to understand, shorter,
and consistent with how other
charities label this section on
their website.

It is recommended that you
work with an experienced
web developer to create
an optimal user experience
based on the program mix
offered at your YMCA.
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Web architecture: examples
Separating Health,
Fitness & Aquatics

Adding categories
Group Fitness can be further
divided into sub-levels such as
Dance, Strength, Cardio, etc.
to help users find the classes
they are interested in.

The Health, Fitness & Aquatics
core offering can be split into
two categories due to the
number of programs offered
under each level.
In this example, you can see
Aquatics is separated from
Health & Fitness.

Removing levels
of the hierarchy
If you have very few programs
under a core offering, you can
choose to either not use the
core offering name or not use
the sub-category headings.

This YMCA has only a couple
programs under Employment
Services so the sub-levels are
not used.

Key sub-categories can also
be placed on the same level as
the core offerings to highlight
their size and strategic
importance to your YMCA.
This YMCA does not offer
overnight camps so the
Camps core offering level
is not used. Users are taken
directly to Day Camps.
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Child & Family Development is
shown at the same level as the
core offerings to highlight the
significance of this program
area at this YMCA.
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Search engine optimization
Search engine optimization (SEO) is the process of enhancing the visibility
of a brand’s web presence for search engines, also known as organic
search, where search results are organized according to relevance.
We strongly recommend working with a digital marketing firm to develop your SEO strategy. They
will help you understand the best keywords for optimization in terms of competition, relevancy, and
search volume. Keywords are the words and phrases that people type into a search engine, such as
“summer camps in Oshawa”.
Having a proper SEO strategy in place is useful because often times, the names we use for our core
offerings, sub-categories, and programs do not always align with the keywords people use when they
are searching for information online. For example, people may use the term “daycare” instead of “Early
Learning and Care”.
When your keywords differ from our YMCA names, it is acceptable to incorporate the keywords into
your metadata and subtly throughout your content. Metadata is information you enter in the back-end
of your website about the page content, such as title, description, alt text for images, etc.
However, the proper YMCA name should always be used prominently so users understand and
become familiar with our names.
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Domain names
Your domain name is a key connection to the YMCA brand identity. To foster a strong, aligned
online presence, all YMCAs in Canada should follow a common approach when determining
domain names and web addresses.
Preferred format

Alternative format

association.ymca.ca

If you plan on using a domain that does not follow the
preferred format, the recommended alternatives are:

Subdomain

Domain

Suffix

Choose a location name that
best describes the area you
serve as your subdomain.

The .ymca. domain
separated by dots
helps the YMCA
brand stand out.

The .ca domain highlights
the fact that we are a
Canadian organization.

Abbreviations are appropriate
if your location name is long.
Example:
gv.ymca.ca
YMCA of Greater Vancouver

Because YMCA Canada
owns and manages the
domain ymca.ca there
will be no problem
acquiring this particular
domain name.

ymca_______.ca or ymca_______.org

The blank line should contain the equivalent of the
subdomain in the preferred format.
Avoid using .com as a suffix as it represents a commercial
activity and is preferred by businesses. It can also create
confusion in terms of our status as a registered charity.
Examples:
ymcabrandon.ca
YMCA of Brandon

ymcacalgary.org
YMCA Calgary

Vanity URLs

Stylizing domain names
When displaying domain names on materials,
do not include www. at the start. Domain names
should always be written in Myriad Pro, Calibri or
a suitable alternative (see page 64).
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When selecting a vanity URL for an event or campaign,
it should be clear it belongs to the YMCA, either
through the use of YMCA or Y in the URL.

ymca.ca

www.ymca.ca
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User names
The names we use for our social media accounts and other platforms
are a key component of our online presence. Each Member
Association has their own guidelines on the use of social media
by individual locations or programs. In some cases, a Member
Association will have one account for the entire organization. Please
check your Association’s policies before creating a new account.

Stylizing User Names
When displaying user names on
materials, use proper capitalization:

Follow @YMCAOakville for updates!

Follow @ymcaoakville for updates!

Guidelines for creating User Names/Handles and Account/Display names
Due to character limits on many sites, it is not always possible to use your
full Association, program or location name. In these cases, when possible:
•	Use the same user name across all platforms
•	"YMCA" should appear first or last in the user name, and in uppercase letters
•	Avoid using "Y" as a substitute for YMCA
•	The user name should reflect the location/program as much as possible
•	Use proper capitalization (e.g. @YMCAOakville, not @ymcaoakville)
•	Use the same user name as your account/display name if space permits.
If not, the preferred format is "YMCA of" with a short form of your Association
name (e.g. YMCA of NL for YMCA of Newfoundland and Labrador)

Account/Display Name
User Name/Handle

•	Use short forms or abbreviations that are recognizable for the public
(e.g. @YMCAGTA, as GTA is a well-known abbreviation for the Greater Toronto Area)
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Profile pictures and descriptions
All widely used social media platforms include a profile picture for each user account. Most
social media platforms also allow for a brief description of the owner of the account so that
those engaging with you can get a better sense of who you are.
Profile picture dimensions and character counts vary by platform and will change from time to time. It is important to review the
specs for each of your platforms on a regular basis, and make adjustments when necessary.

Guidelines for profile pictures

Guidelines for profile descriptions

•	Use the YMCA brandmark as your profile picture
whenever possible

•	Include your full Association name (when
possible) if it is not part of your user name or
account name

•	Use the full colour brandmark on a white
background or the white brandmark on a full
colour background from our brand colour palette
•	Ensure it is properly sized and formatted for
the platform so the YMCA brandmark displays
correctly
•	The required clear space around the YMCA
brandmark cannot always be achieved. In these
cases, ensure there is sufficient white space
around the logo so that it does not touch the
sides of the frame or extend beyond it

•	Include the fact that you are a charity
•	Follow our brand tone of voice – use words
like “we” or “our”
•	Provide a brief overview of your mission
•	Link to your website when applicable

•	Do not use the graphic device to frame the
YMCA brandmark
•	Do not add text that encroaches on the minimum
required clear space around the logo
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Social media posts
Adherence to the YMCA Brand Guidelines is just as important when
you are engaging with your audience on social media.
Social media is by nature more personal and conversational than a website so talk to your
audience in the same way you would if you were engaging with them in person or over the
phone. Be sure to follow the tone of voice standards in our verbal identity brand guidelines.

Guidelines for social media posts
•	Ensure that any graphics used follow brand guidelines
•	Ensure you have permission from the subjects before sharing
photos or video
•	Properly size your content for the platform you are using
•	Review each platform regularly as these dimensions tend to
change frequently
•	Remember to write using our tone of voice, see page 14
•	Remember that social communication from the Y should help
build the brand, increase capacity, and enhance collaboration
•	Under no circumstances should you use content from someone
else without permission, including photos

Stylizing hashtags
When displaying hashtags on
materials, YMCA should be in
all caps, with the first letter of
subsequent words capitalized
as well.
Hashtags should always be
written in Myriad Pro, Calibri
or a suitable alternative.
Examples:
#YMCA
#YMCAItStartsHere
#YMCAPeaceWeek
#ThisisY

Please refer to the YMCA Digital
Engagement Guidelines for more
information about engaging with
your audience on social media.
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Email signatures
Email continues to be the primary method of business communication at
the YMCA. As a result, your email signature should include information that
helps identify the sender, as well as provide additional contact details.
Many email clients and browsers will automatically block images, so we strongly recommend
not including any graphics as part of your signature.

Guidelines

New emails

Replies and forwards

•	Use Calibri font (or suitable
alternative from page 64) in
the same size as the default
body text for your email
program (Office 365 default
is 12 point)

First Name Last Name, Designation
Job Title

First Name Last Name, Designation
Job Title
Association Name | Branch Name
T: ###-###-#### M: ###-###-#### E: email@address.com

•	Bold your name
•	Use YMCA Bright Red font
for the Association name

Association Name | Location Name (if required)
Street Address City, Province Postal Code
T: ###-###-#### M: ###-###-#### E: email@address.com
website.ca Facebook Twitter
Special Message (YMCA Bright Blue, Calibri, Bold, 11 point)
Example:
George Williams
Founder
YMCA of Everywhere | Windsor Family YMCA
123 Main Street London, ON Y1M 2C3
T: 888-555-4321 M: 555-888-1234 E: george.williams@ymca.ca
ymca.ca Facebook Twitter

Note: While campaign
taglines are appropriate,
sales promotions should
be avoided, as they may
be considered as part of
a commercial electronic
message, which is subject to
CASL (Canada’s Anti-Spam
Legislation) regulations.

Example:
George Williams
Founder
YMCA of Everywhere | Windsor Family YMCA
T: 888-555-4321 M: 555-888-1234 E: george.williams@ymca.ca

Celebrate YMCA Peace Week from November 15-22!
Visit ymca.ca/peaceweek for more info.
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Customized user interfaces
Many third-party websites, programs, and web applications are used when conducting
work for the YMCA. In some cases, the user interface can be customized, allowing for the
use of the YMCA brandmark and brand colours.
Whenever possible, YMCA Brand Guidelines must be followed. In some cases, the proper clear space required around
the brandmark cannot be achieved. In these cases, ensure the brandmark does not touch the edges of the format.

Examples of improper branding

The brandmark should not be framed in a white box. Instead, use a PNG logo with a transparent background.

Insufficient clear space around the brandmark.
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Examples of our brand in action
The following pages provide examples of our brand in
action. Seeing our brand in action will help to foster a
greater understanding of how to bring the YMCA brand
to life by using all the elements in these guidelines.
All approved artwork, photographs, and templates are available for download
on YMCA Brand Camp.
Templates are typically available as Adobe Illustrator or Adobe InDesign files.
When possible, templates are made available as Microsoft Office files.

Available to order
Some templates are available to order through national preferred vendors.
In these cases, you’ll find a link to the vendor’s ordering portal on YMCA Brand
Camp on the Asset Details page.
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Stationery
Letterhead

Branded stationery is a staple
of business communications.

YMCA of
Association

Choose from our selection of YMCA branded business cards, envelopes
(sizes #9, #10, 10x13, and 9x12), letterhead, presentation folders, and
greeting cards. Available in English, French, and bilingual versions.

Address line 1
Adress line 2
Website

All files can be downloaded as Adobe Illustrator files.
Letterhead is also available as a Microsoft Word document.
Envelopes

YMCA BRAND CAMP TIP

Asset Type filter:
Stationery

Business
cards
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Brochures
Large brochure

Brochures are among one of the more versatile tools
you can use to share information about a program
or campaign. We have two sizes available: a standard
tri-fold brochure with six panels, and a large brochure
with four 8.5” x 11” panels.
Brochures are only available as Adobe InDesign files.
Tri-fold brochure

“I can say without a doubt
that camp has changed
my daughter in an
amazing, positive way.
… Her school has even
told me how much of a
diﬀerence they have seen
in her and that she has
her ‘glow’ back.”

Program Features

YMCA
Camps

The YMCA offers a range of camp experiences,
including:
• Day Camps, which occur during daytime hours
only, and include a variety of fun outings, ageappropriate programs, and opportunities to
connect with nature

YMCA Camps offer your child:
• Highly trained counsellors, many of them former
campers, who are passionate about sharing the Y
camp experience with others
• An “unplugged” setting that encourages
connections with others and with the natural world
• A caring community of friendship and belonging
• The opportunity to learn independence and
leadership skills
• Nutritious food and clean facilities
• A safe environment in which to explore, have new
experiences and learn about him or herself in the
process
• The chance to learn skills and develop habits that
will nurture a healthy, active lifestyle

As Canada’s largest camp provider, the YMCA oﬀers
outstanding life development experiences for more
than 125,000 children each year.

• Overnight Camps, which include
accommodation and meals, from two nights up
to a few weeks, depending on the program. YMCA
overnight camps are designed for speciﬁc age
groups, and most oﬀer a mix of land-based and
water-based activities

Parent of a YMCA
overnight camper

Unlock your
child’s potential

We provide young people with opportunities to
realize the best in themselves and others, while
having fun and developing lifelong skills.

Association Name
YMCA
The Association Name YMCA plus 20
words ucipis dolectra solor a apient volo
restiusam, de illabo nemped moluptate,
officias et un landuciistia.
Hours:
Monday – Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Holiday Hours

5:30 am – 10:30 pm
7:00 am – 9:00 pm
7:00 am – 9:00 pm
7:00 am – 9:00 pm

Association Name YMCA
1234 Streetname Ave.,
Cityname, Prov
T: 000 000-0000
E: name@nameymca.org
Questions?
We want to hear from you.

• Most of all, FUN!

A place for everyone

• Outdoor Education Camps, which encompass
a broad range of adventure, environmental,
leadership and team-building programs for school,
corporate and community groups

The heart-pounding thrill of playing
Capture the Flag. The conﬁdence that
comes from discovering that you’re
braver than you thought you were.
The chance to form lifelong bonds
from the most unlikely friendships.
The smell of a campﬁre. The deep
sleep that comes at the end of an
action-packed day.
There’s a place for everyone at
YMCA Camps.

www.nameymca.ca

YMCA BRAND CAMP TIP

KEYWORD SEARCH: brochure
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Postcards
Postcards are another versatile format that can be used either as a single
or double sided document. A postcard’s 5”x7” size makes it ideal for direct
mail campaigns, community outreach or for distribution within your
locations. Consider using a postcard for your next event or promotion!

YMCA BRAND CAMP TIP

KEYWORD SEARCH: postcard

Postcards are available to download as Adobe InDesign files.

YMCA
Coast Capital Savings
Childhood Centre at the
Robert Lee YMCA

You are invited

Grand
Opening
YMCA
Coast Capital Savings
Childhood Centre

Postcard – invitation
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to our Grand Opening
Sunday Sept 19th
11am – 3pm
Robert Lee YMCA
955 Burrard Street, Vancouver
T: 604 689-YMCA
www.robertleeymca.ca

Join us for a fun-filled afernoon to celebrate the opening of the new YMCA
Coast Capital Savings Early Childhood and Family Development Centres.
Come and enjoy face painting, balloon twisting, a free family swim and more.
11:30 am

Y Kids R Cooking

12:15 pm

Ribbon Cutting

1:00

pm

30-min Meal Demo

2:00

pm

Free Family Swim until 4:00 pm

11:00 am

Play in our Rooftop Playground
until 3:00 pm

Programs starts Sept 7th.

Free Child Membership
in September! *
*$12.50 Child Membership starts Oct 1, 2010

Postcard – invitation

January 2018

Posters
Posters are a cost-effective way of communicating with various
audiences. They can be designed to provide information for members/
participants within a facility, or as marketing collateral to be used outside
of our walls. These YMCA branded posters come in both horizontal and
vertical layouts, and with or without space for extra copy.

YMCA BRAND CAMP TIP

KEYWORD SEARCH: poster

Posters are available to download as Adobe InDesign files.
Because given the th will
chance, our you
change the world

A living room in the heart of
your community.
Association Name
YMCA
www.nameymca.org

Poster – horizontal

Maximum 55 words doloris a doluptatur, corporepe re entum
eume pelluptatur, ne niti aliquis ea comnim qui iniet reperes
sincias itatur? Magnihitisim faccae illenis aciam ipis essita sollab in excerupic te reribusdae culpa nem laboria poribust, vel
et laccusam autem rempe ea quis consequos unt, odipsam
ellestio. Luptatum eos reris as molori optate santur?

To get a free family day pass, call 000 000-0000 or
e-mail info@nameymca.ca

Association Name
YMCA
www.namemca.ca

A living room in the heart of your community.
Maximum 55 words doloris a doluptatur, corporepe re entum eume pelluptatur, ne niti aliquis
ea comnim qui iniet reperes sincias itatur? Magnihitisim faccae illenis aciam ipis essita sollab in
excerupic te reribusdae culpa nem laboria poribust, vel et laccusam autem rempe ea quis consequos unt, odipsam ellestio. Luptatum eos reris as molori optate santur?

Poster – horizontal

To get a free family day pass, call 000 000-0000 or
e-mail info@nameymca.ca
Association Name
YMCA
www.nameymca.ca

Poster – vertical
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Rack cards
Double-sided rack cards are great for placing in brochure racks or holders
around your facilities. They can also be used as inserts for mailings or
as part of your community outreach. Our rack card templates measure
4” x 8.25” in size and are available in a variety of colours. There is space
for extra copy to be included on the back of the card if necessary.

YMCA BRAND CAMP TIP

KEYWORD SEARCH: rack card

Rack cards are available to download as Adobe InDesign files.
Association
Name YMCA

Association
Name YMCA

Program
Name

Programs for
Children

Program Name

Programs for Children

40 words Lorem ipsom dolor aut doluptio. Minti

40 words Lorem ipsom dolor aut doluptio. Minti

conet anditasperit alit volo dolorem accaborem

conet anditasperit alit volo dolorem accaborem

sequati nos volo odit laborepro molor antiaep

sequati nos volo odit laborepro molor antiaep

rovidio nsedissim ratur? Qui ut ea dipicabor aut imi,

rovidio nsedissim ratur? Qui ut ea dipicabor aut imi,

cor suscitatae minus et min ped quidis eicae eiur,

cor suscitatae minus et min ped quidis eicae eiur,

volupta ectores.

volupta ectores.

30 words max. At vero eos et accusamus et iusto odio
dignissimos ducimus qui blanditiis praesentium voluptatum deleniti atque corrupti quos dolores et quas
molestias excepturi sint occaecati cupiditate.

30 words max. At vero eos et accusamus et iusto odio
dignissimos ducimus qui blanditiis praesentium voluptatum deleniti atque corrupti quos dolores et quas
molestias excepturi sint occaecati cupiditate.
•

15 - 20 words per bullet. 3 bullets max. Lorem
ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur elit, sed do
eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et

•

15 - 20 words per bullet. 3 bullets max. Lorem
ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur elit, sed do
eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et

•

15 - 20 words per bullet. 3 bullets max. Lorem
ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur elit, sed do
eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et

Association Name YMCA
1 line address, city name, province
T: 000 000-0000
E: email@address
www.nameymca.ca
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Rack card – back

15 - 20 words per bullet. 3 bullets max. Lorem
ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur elit, sed do
eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et

•

15 - 20 words per bullet. 3 bullets max. Lorem
ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur elit, sed do
eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et

•

15 - 20 words per bullet. 3 bullets max. Lorem
ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur elit, sed do
eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et

Questions? We want to hear from you.

Questions? We want to hear from you.

Rack card – front

•

<location> YMCA
1 line address, city name, province
T: 000 000-0000
E: email@address
www.nameymca.ca

Rack card – front

Rack card – back

January 2018

Print advertising
Advertisement templates for use in newspapers, magazines, and/or other
printed formats are also available. Templates are offered in both vertical
and horizontal formats, and in either full colour or black and white.

YMCA BRAND CAMP TIP

KEYWORD SEARCH: advertising

Print advertising templates are available to download as Adobe InDesign files.

Insert higher
ideal headline
55 words max. Sed do sit voluptatem accusantium
doloremque laudantium, totam rem aperiam,
eaque ipsa ab illo empor incididunt ab illo empor
incididunt ut. Sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut
labore et dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim
veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco. Nemo
enim ipsam voluptatem odit aut fugit, qui ratione
voluptatem sequi nesciunt.

Questions?

We want to
hear from you.

Association Name YMCA
1234 Streetname Ave., Cityname
T: 000 000-0000
E: name@nameymca.org

www.nameymca.ca

Print ad - colour horizontal
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Association Name
YMCA
Program Name

Insert higher ideal headline

Insert higher ideal headline

55 words max. Sed do sit voluptatem accusantium doloremque laudantium, totam rem aperiam,
eaque ipsa ab illo empor incididunt ab illo empor incididunt ut. Sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation
ullamco. Nemo enim ipsam voluptatem odit aut fugit, qui ratione voluptatem sequi nesciunt.

55 words max. Sed do sit voluptatem accusantium doloremque laudantium, totam rem aperiam,
eaque ipsa ab illo empor incididunt ab illo empor incididunt ut. Sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation
ullamco. Nemo enim ipsam voluptatem odit aut fugit, qui ratione voluptatem sequi nesciunt.

Questions?

Questions?

We want to
hear from you.

Assoication Name YMCA
1234 Streetname Ave., Cityname
T: 000 000-0000
E: name@nameymca.org

www.nameymca.ca

Print ad - colour vertical

Associaton Name
YMCA
Program Name

We want to
hear from you.

Assoication Name YMCA
1234 Streetname Ave., Cityname
T: 000 000-0000
E: name@nameymca.org

www.nameymca.ca

Associaton Name
YMCA
Program Name

Print ad - black & white vertical
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Digital applications

Mobile friendly

Not mobile friendly

Mobile friendly
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Social media
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Our sub-brands
At the YMCA, through our masterbrand strategy, we are building a
unified, consistent YMCA brand that supports a single brand promise.
By doing this, we enable all of our core offerings and initiatives to benefit
from the power and value of the YMCA brand.
In limited cases, we strategically use sub-brands to differentiate and build equity in a particular
program, event or initiative. These sub-brands require their own brand identity, which can be
costly and time-consuming to develop. Unlike campaigns, sub-brands are not time-limited and
require ongoing support.

Using local sub-brands
Member Associations should aim to use the masterbrand approach in most cases and avoid
creating local sub-brands whenever possible.
When a sub-brand is required, the YMCA Brand Guidelines must be followed. If a new logo will be
used, the principles outlined on page 95, YMCA Healthy Kids Day: using and positioning graphics,
should be followed.
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YMCA Peace Week
During the third week of November every year, YMCA Peace Week celebrates
the presence of peace in our communities, and reflects on the peace-building
work that happens all year both inside and outside the YMCA.
YMCA Peace Week has a distinctive graphic and tagline designed to raise awareness for this initiative.

Standard colour use (preferred)

Peace Week graphic - English

Peace Week graphic - French

Tagline

Peace Week tagline - English
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Peace Week tagline - French
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YMCA Peace Week: graphics

Standard colour use (preferred)

Other approved versions

Full colour with white text

Greyscale

White

Black

Peace Week graphic - English

Peace Week graphic - French

Greyscale with white text
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Note: the teal
background is used to
show white elements
only and is not part
of the design of the
graphic.

YMCA BRAND CAMP TIP

Asset Category filter:
YMCA Peace Week

January 2018

YMCA Peace Week: tagline
The “Build community. Act for peace.” tagline
captures the essence of YMCA Peace Week in a
few memorable words. It’s visually expressed
with a graphic and used consistently across
our YMCA Peace Week communications.

Approved colours

Guidelines for using the YMCA Peace Week tagline
•	Always use approved artwork files for the tagline, which can be
downloaded from YMCA Brand Camp
•	Never type the tagline out using YMCA Script
•	The tagline may be used in any of the approved colours listed here
•	When using the YMCA Peace Week tagline, do not include the
masterbrand “Building healthy communities” tagline

YMCA BRAND CAMP TIP

Asset Category filter:
YMCA Peace Week
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Note: the teal background is used to
show white elements only and is not
part of the design of the graphic.
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YMCA Peace Week: adding dates
The date for YMCA Peace Week can
be included as a lock-up with the
graphic or as a stand-alone element.

Date attached to graphic (preferred use)

Guidelines when including the date
•	Use the same colour and size as the word
YMCA in the Peace Week graphic
•	Use a bolded font
•	Use either Myriad Pro or Calibri typeface or
a suitable web alternative (see page 64)
•	Never use YMCA Script font
•	The month should be displayed in full and not
abbreviated
•	Always include the year
•	Do not include spaces before or after the dash
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November 18-25, 2017
Align date to the left of the graphic.

Standalone date

January 2018

YMCA Peace Week: sizing elements
Discretion can be used when sizing the
YMCA Peace Week graphic and tagline.

Preferred size for graphic
•	The globe in the graphic must be at least the same height as
the YMCA brandmark (when present).

Preferred size for tagline
•	The “B” at the beginning of the tagline should be at
least the same height as the “p” in peace in the graphic.
•	In some instances, it will be appropriate to use the
tagline at a smaller or larger font. The tagline should
never be shorter than the YMCA in the graphic.
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YMCA Peace Week: using and positioning graphics

Positioning the graphic
•	The YMCA brandmark and YMCA Peace Week
graphic should be included on all materials
whenever possible.

November 18 - 25, 2017

•	The YMCA brandmark should be positioned
according to the guidelines found on page 38.
•	Ideally, the YMCA Peace Week graphic should
be placed in a separate corner from the YMCA
brandmark.
•	In instances where the graphic cannot be positioned
in a corner of the format, the graphic should align
vertically or horizontally with the YMCA brandmark.
•	On YMCA websites or social media sites where the
logo is already displayed as part of the site header,
it is not necessary to include the YMCA brandmark
in YMCA Peace Week web banners or posts.

Positioning the tagline
•	More flexibility is available when positioning the
Peace Week tagline. The preferred position is
vertically or horizontally aligned with the YMCA
brandmark in an unoccupied corner.
•	The tagline must never be locked-up with the
YMCA brandmark.

ymca.ca/peaceweek

•	Note that the tagline isn’t required to be used
at all times.
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YMCA Healthy Kids Day
YMCA Healthy Kids Day is a national day dedicated to improving the health and
well-being of kids, usually celebrated on the Sunday of the last weekend in April.
A distinctive graphic is used to raise awareness for this children’s health initiative.

Standard colour use (preferred)

Healthy Kids Day graphic - English

Other approved versions

Teal

Orange

Black

White

Healthy Kids Day graphic - French

YMCA BRAND CAMP TIP

Asset Category filter:
YMCA Healthy Kids Day
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YMCA Healthy Kids Day: using and positioning graphics
Positioning the graphic
•	Both the YMCA brandmark and the YMCA Healthy Kids Day
graphic should be included on all materials whenever possible.
•	The YMCA brandmark should be positioned according to the
guidelines found on page 38.
•	Ideally, the YMCA Healthy Kids Day graphic should be placed in a
separate corner from the YMCA brandmark.
•	In instances where the graphic cannot be positioned in a corner
of the format, the graphic should align vertically or horizontally
with the YMCA brandmark.
•	On YMCA websites where the brandmark is already displayed as
part of the site header, it is not necessary to include the YMCA
brandmark in YMCA Healthy Kids Day web banners.
•	In third-party environments or instances where the YMCA
brandmark would not otherwise be present, the YMCA Healthy
Kids Day graphic is attached to the brandmark.

Sizing the graphic
The height of the YMCA Healthy Kids Day graphic should always
be at least the same height as the YMCA brandmark (when
present). In most instances it will be appropriate to use the
YMCA Healthy Kids Day graphic at a larger size.

YMCA of
Region Name

YMCA of
Region Name

YMCA of
Region Name
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YMCA
Regio
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UNDER STRATEGIC REVIEW
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UNDER STRATEGIC REVIEW

YMCA Strong Kids
YMCA Strong Kids is a fundraising campaign focused on raising resources to
give kids the opportunity to lead healthier, happier lives.

YMCA BRAND CAMP TIP

Asset Category filter:
YMCA Strong Kids

YMCA Strong Kids has a distinctive graphic to help create impact, awareness, and recognition for this
fundraising campaign. The YMCA Strong Kids graphic is available in the following colour versions:
Standard colour use (preferred)

Other approved versions
Alternate colour versions of
the YMCA Strong Kids graphic
may be used for promotional
items such as T-shirts.
The standard colour version
should be used in advertising,
brochures or websites.

Acceptable alternate versions using colours from secondary palette – Green, Fuchsia and Blue

Simplified colour use
In instances where the full
colour versions of the logo
are problematic, one of the
simplified colour versions of
the YMCA Strong Kids graphic
may be used.

Two colour red
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Greyscale

Black

White
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YMCA Strong Kids: using the graphic

UNDER STRATEGIC REVIEW

When appearing in applications that normally use the YMCA brandmark,
the YMCA Strong Kids graphic is used separate from the brandmark.

Alternate colours are acceptable to use if
the YMCA Strong Kids graphic is detached
from the YMCA brandmark, but should be
limited to promotional items.
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Examples shown are examples only and
not representations of actual materials.
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YMCA Strong Kids: using the graphic (continued)

UNDER STRATEGIC REVIEW

In third-party environments or instances where the
YMCA brandmark would not otherwise be present,
the YMCA Strong Kids graphic is attached to the brandmark.

Alternate colours are not used when the YMCA Strong
Kids graphic is attached to the YMCA brandmark
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UNDER STRATEGIC REVIEW

YMCA Strong Kids: YMCA-YWCA co-branding
For YMCA-YWCA co-branded associations, the YMCA
Strong Kids graphic includes the text “YMCA-YWCA”.

YMCA brandmark alone with YMCA-YWCA in graphic (preferred use)

Co-branded brandmark with YMCA-YWCA in graphic

Standard use
Brandmark and YMCA Strong Kids graphic detached

Standard use
Brandmark and YMCA Strong Kids graphic detached
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Lock-up

Lock-up
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Contact us
YMCA Canada Brand Support
brand@ymca.ca
For more information, visit YMCA Brand Camp at intranet.ymca.ca

YMCA Canada Brand Guidelines

